This paper presents a model checker for LTLR, a subset of the temporal logic of rewriting TLR * extending linear temporal logic with spatial action patterns. Both LTLR and TLR * are very expressive logics generalizing well-known state-based and action-based logics. Furthermore, the semantics of TLR * is given in terms of rewrite theories, so that the concurrent systems on which the LTLR properties are model checked can be specified at a very high level with rewrite rules. This paper answers a nontrivial challenge, namely, to be able to build a model checker to model check LTLR formulas on rewrite theories with relatively little effort by reusing Maude's LTL model checker for rewrite theories. For this, the reflective features of both rewriting logic and its Maude implementation have proved extremely useful.
Introduction
In temporal logic and model checking one can distinguish two main camps: a statebased camp, in which all atoms in formulas are state predicates (e.g., LTL, CTL, and CTL * [11] ); and an event-based camp, where the formulas' atoms are actions or events (e.g., Hennesy-Milner's logic [22] , or De Nicola and Vaadrager's A-CTL * logic [35] ). At the semantic level, state based formulas are evaluated on Kripke structures. Instead, action-based formulas are evaluated on labeled transition systems.
Some properties can be naturally expressed in state-based logics and are difficult to express in action-based logics, whereas the opposite is the case for other properties. This means that, when the property does not fit well a given logic, one has to "cook" in a possibly complex way both the system description (as a Kripke structure or a label transitions system depending on the logic's semantics) and the property in order to model check it in the given logic. The situation is even more challenging for mixed properties such as fairness properties (see the discussion [31] ), where both state-based predicates and actions are involved.
Reflecting on this situation we can speak, as in [31] , of tandems, each given by a pair L S /L P , where L S is a formalism to specify systems (for example, the formalisms of Kripke structures or of label transition systems), and L P is a formalism to describe properties (for example, some state-based or action-based temporal logic). The frequent need for "cooking" both the system and the property in both state-based and action-based tandems is then due to a lack of expressiveness in both cases.
An Example
To illustrate the lack of expressiveness, of either solely state-based or solely actionbased systems, we use a variant of a simple parallel language, whose rewriting semantics is presented in [15, 18] , in which we can define Dekker's algorithm for mutual exclusion and then model check some of its properties. The parallel language supports processes that execute concurrently on a shared memory machine and communicate with each other through shared variables.
Dekker's algorithm has two processes with entirely symmetric code. Process 1 sets a Boolean variable c1 to 1 to indicate that it wishes to enter its critical section. Process 2 does the same with variable c2. If one process, after setting its variable to 1 finds that the variable of its competitor is 0, then it enters its critical section right away. In case of a tie (both variable set to 1) the tie is broken using a variable turn that takes values in {1,2}. For example, the code of process 1 is a follows:
repeat 'c1 := 1 ; while 'c2 = 1 do if 'turn = 2 then 'c1 := 0 ; while 'turn = 2 do skip od ; 'c1 := 1 fi od ; crit ; 'turn := 2 ; 'c1 := 0 ; rem forever where fragments of code for the critical section and for the remaining part of the program are respectively abstracted as constants crit and rem 3 .
Global states are modeled as pairs, with first component a set of processes, and second component a shared memory. In their Maude rewriting semantics such global states are instances of the pattern {[I,R] | S, M}, where [I,R] is one of the processes with I its process id and R its program code to be executed next by process, | is an associative-commutative parallel process composition operator, S is the remaining set of processes, and M is the shared memory. The language's operational semantics is then defined by rewriting rules for each language feature.
A property to be checked (in fact it fails, see Section 5) for Dekker's algorithm is the strong fairness property that executing infinitely often implies entering one's critical section infinitely often, expressed as the LTL-like formula 23 exec.p1 ⇒ 23 in-crit.p1.
The predicate in-crit.p1 means that process 1 is in its critical section and can be defined easily by the equation
However, the above strong fairness formula is only "LTL-like" and not really an LTL formula, since exec.p1, which asserts the execution of process 1, cannot be defined directly, because there is no way to know which process has executed some statement using the current state description. To express exec.p1 we need to "cook" both the state representation and the operational semantics by adding a third component to the state, indicating the last executed process, and modifying the semantic rules to update such third component. After this "cooking," we can define exec.p1 as a state predicate by the equation
This is just a convoluted way to represent what is really an action (exec.p1) indirectly as a state predicate. Likewise, there are also natural properties in state-based system that would need a convoluted "cooking" to be represented as actions. For example, a predicate which is true when a process is in its rem part, say in-rem.p1, is nontrivial to define in an action-based system, while it is trivial to define in a state-based system by an equation similar to that for in-crit.p1.
In this paper we describe a new tandem RewritingLogic/TLR * , first proposed in [31] , where the need for cooking both the system and the property disappears. For example, the above strong fairness formula for Dekker can be expressed directly in TLR * . We also present a Maude-based model checker for the LTLR sublogic of TLR * , which extends with actions the LTL logic. The point is that rewriting logic [30] is more expressive than both Kripke structures and labeled transitions systems, since in a rewrite theory state predicates can be equationally specified, and rewrite rules are labeled. The logic TLR * , called the temporal logic of rewriting, extends CTL * with spatial action patterns, which are quite expressive, since they can localize a rewrite rule's action to a given context and a partial substitution.
The nontrivial challenge answered in this paper is to be able to build a model checker for the RewritingLogic/LTLR tandem with relatively little effort by reusing Maude's LTL model checker for rewrite theories. For this, the reflective features of both rewriting logic and its Maude implementation [15] have proved extremely useful. In essence, the new model checker design uses a result in [31] by which the model checking of a LTLR formula on a rewrite theory R can be reduced to the model checking of a translated LTL formula on a translated Kripke structure. Using reflection, this is here achieved by a reflective theory transformation associating each rewrite theory R with a new theory such that the given LTLR formula holds for R and a given initial state if and only if its LTL translation holds for the new theory.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the necessary background and Section 3 provides the formal foundations, defining and proving correctness of the reflective construction. Section 4 explains the reflective design of a LTLR model checker based on the foundations. Section 5 illustrates the use of the model checker with an example; and Section 6 discusses related work and presents conclusions.
This section explains the concepts of RewritingLogic and TLR * , constituting the RewritingLogic/TLR * tandem, which is the semantic infrastructure of the model checker described in this paper.
Rewriting Logic
A rewrite theory is a formal specification of a concurrent system with static states and concurrent transitions between the states. More precisely, a rewrite theory is a triple R = (Σ, E, R) 4 such that:
• (Σ, E) is a many-sorted equational theory. 5 The initial algebra T Σ/E defined by the equational theory (Σ, E) defines the states of the system specified by R.
• R is a collection of rewrite rules of the form l : q −→ r, with l a label (which can be duplicated for several rules), q and r Σ-terms of the same sort, and such that the set of variables vars(r) is a subset of the variables vars(q). In addition, to make the integration of rewriting logic and TLR * smoother, we define the class RWTh 0 of rewrite theories as follows.
Definition 2.1 R ∈ RWTh 0 when the following condition is satisfied:
• R is computable and has a sort State as its chosen sort of states.
• If R has a sort named Prop, then it must also have a sort named Bool with constants true and false, and an operator |= : State × Prop → Bool . 7
• The subsignature Π ⊆ Σ of its state predicate symbols is the set of all operators in Σ of the form p :
. . , A n are called the parameter sorts of the atomic state predicate p.
• R is deadlock-free, that is, there are no finite sequences
A cannot be further rewritten (i.e., it is a "deadlock state"). This is not at all a strong restriction, since, as explained in [15, 33] , any rewrite theory R whose rules do not have rewrites in their conditions can be transformed into a semantically equivalent theory R that is deadlock-free.
Proof Terms and Computations
The inference rules of rewriting logic derive all concurrent computations in the system specified by R [3, 30] . That is, given two states Proof terms are identified modulo natural equations making any proof term λ always equivalent to an interleaving description as a sequential composition γ 1 ; . . . ; γ k of one-step proof terms γ i [3, 30, 31] , which have a very simple algebraic description.
Definition 2.2 Given rewrite proof
using a rewrite rule l : q −→ r ∈ R, a one-step proof term γ has the form t[l(φ)] p , where t ∈ [u], p is a position in t where the rule is applied, and
, where x 1 , . . . , x n are variables in q.
In the above definition, if t is an E/A-canonical term, say t = can E/A (u), we say that can E/A (u)[l(φ)] p is a canonical one-step proof term [31] . Canonical one-step rewrite proofs are the key ingredient to arrive at our desired notion of computation, on which the truth of TLR * path formulas will be evaluated. Before defining computation, let us define two useful sets of canonical proof terms. First, the set (Can Σ/E,A ) State of all A-equivalence classes of the form [can E/A (t)] A , where t is a ground Σ-term of sort State. Second, we can define the set CanPTerms 1 (R) of all one-step canonical proof terms in R. In a computable rewrite theory, any proof term is always semantically equivalent to a canonical one [31] . Definition 2.3 An infinite computation in R ∈ RWTh 0 is a pair of functions (π, γ),
−→ π(n + 1) is a canonical one-step rewrite proof in R. Graphically,
Comp(R)
∞ denotes the set of infinite computations in R, and for each
denotes the infinite computations starting at [t] , that is, those computations (π, γ) such that π(0) = [t]. Given an infinite computation (π, γ) and a number i ∈ N, (π, γ) i denotes the suffix of (π, γ) beginning at position i, that is, the pair of functions (π • s i , γ • s i ) with s the successor function, s 0 the identity function, and s n+1 = s • s n .
Spatial Actions
Spatial actions are the action atoms of TLR * . They generalize one-step proof terms, which can be thought of as ground-instantiated spatial actions. Spatial actions describe patterns, which in general specify not just a single one-step proof term, but a possibly infinite set of such proof terms. Roughly speaking, we can think of spatial actions as "one-step proof terms with variables," but they are slightly more general than that as we explain below.
Let Ω be the subsignature of constructors 9 and L be the set of labels labeling rules in R, and assume that Ω ∩ L = ∅. The signature Ω(L) extends Ω by adding:
• fresh sorts Top and Subst
• an associative and commutative operator _;_ : Subst Subst → Subst.
• for each rewrite rule l : q −→ r in R with q, r of sort B, and with variables x 1 , . . . , x n in q having sorts B 1 , . . . , B n : · operators l : Subst → B and x 1 \_ : B 1 → Subst, . . . , x n \_ : B n → Subst · a constant l of sort B and an operator top : B → Top, Let X be a many-sorted set of variables with an infinite set of variables for each sort in Ω. Consider the algebras: (i) T Ω(L)/A (X) of A-equivalence classes of Ω(L)-terms with variables in X; and (ii) T Ω/A (X) of A-equivalence classes of Ω-terms with variables in X. Also, assume that the substitution φ has the form x 1 \u 1 ; · · · ; x n \u n .
, and v ∈ T Ω/A (X).
•
defines Ω(L)-terms that are spatial action patterns. Note that
, so that any canonical one-step proof term is a ground version of some spatial action pattern.
An action pattern of the form l describes a rule labeled l that can be applied anywhere. An action pattern l(φ) allows l to also be applied anywhere, but constrains the variable instantiation related to rule l to be itself a further instance of φ. Action patterns of the form top(l(φ)) are needed to cover the case where l is applied at the top of the term. The most fully spatial patterns are those of the form v[l(φ)] p with v a nonempty context and p a position. The instance-of relation between a spatial action pattern and a proof term captures these meanings of spatial action patterns. Let 
10 . In addition, for substitution terms, let us define
Definition 2.5 The instance-of relation between a canonical one-step proof term γ and a spatial action pattern δ ∈ SP (Ω, L), denoted γ A δ, is a slight variant of the A relation defined as follows:
Reflection and Metalevel Computation
Rewriting logic is reflective in a precise mathematical way [12] , namely, there is a finitely presented rewrite theory U that is universal in the sense that we can represent in U any finitely presented rewrite theory R (including U itself) as a term R, any terms t, t in R as terms t, t , and any pair (R, t) as a term R, t , in such a way that we have the following equivalence
Since U is representable in itself, we can achieve a "reflective tower" with an arbitrary number of levels of reflection [12, 13] :
Key functionality of the universal theory U can be controlled by descent function [15, 14] . For example, in Maude, given R = (Σ, E ∪ A, R), several key constructs of U are defined by the following descent functions:
• metaReduce(R, t) metarepresents the E/A-canonical form of term t in R. If R is computable, then [t] E/A = [t ] E/A iff metaReduce(R, t) = metaReduce(R, t ).
• metaMatch(R, t, t ) metarepresents the instance-of modulo A relation between terms: t A t iff metaMatch(R, t, t ) = true.
• metaXapply(R, t, l, m) 11 metarepresents the m-th one-step rewrite of term t by
The Linear Temporal Logic of Rewriting TLR
* is a family of logics parameterized by the spatial actions SP (Ω, L) and the signature of atomic propositions Π. The most general of these logics is TLR * , a generalization of the state-based CTL * logic that allows both spatial actions and state predicates in formulas. It contains various important sublogics of interest, which appear as special cases (see [31] ). For our model checking purposes here, where we are interested in extending with support for spatial actions the MaudeLTL model checker for rewrite theories described in [15] , we focus on LTLR, the sublogic generalizing LTL, which is parameterized as LTLR(SP (Ω, L), Π) by the spatial actions SP (Ω, L) and the signature of state predicates Π. The following is the syntax for LTLR in BNF-like style, where, instead of using CTL * -like notation, we adopt the implicitly universally path quantified LTL notation 12 :
Smaller and useful sublogics of TLR * (SP (Ω, L), Π) can be obtained by restricting the atomic propositions and/or spatial actions allowed. That is, we can define sublogics of TLR * parameterized by a subset W ⊆ SP (Ω, L) of spatial actions, and a subset ∆ ⊆ Prop(Π) of atomic propositions. Specifically, the sublogic LTLR(W, ∆) ⊆ LTLR(SP (Ω, L), Π) is defined by the set-theoretic for-
where sp(ϕ) denotes the set of spatial action subformulas of ϕ, and prop(ϕ) denotes the set of atomic proposition subformulas. In the particular, when W = ∅, and ∆ = Prop(Π), we obtain specializations to the state-based logics LTL; that is, LTL(Π) = LTLR(∅, Π). For other specializations of this kind to various state-based and action-based logics see [31] .
The semantics of formula ϕ ∈ LTLR(SP (Ω, L), Π) is given by the satisfaction relation R, [t] |= ϕ, where R ∈ RWTh 0 has subsignatures of constructors Ω and of state predicates Π, and [t] is a state (i.e., an A-equivalence class [t] A in Ecanonical form modulo A and of sort State, where E ∪ A are the equations in R). By definition, R, [t] |= ϕ holds if and only if for each infinite computation (π, γ) ∈ Comp(R) ∞
[t] the path satisfaction relation R, (π, γ) |= ϕ holds. Since one can express all of LTLR(SP (Ω, L), Π) in terms of SP (Ω, L), Prop(Π), and the basic connectives , ¬, ∨, , and U, it is enough to define the semantics for the atoms and for those connectives. Since LTLR generalizes LTL, the semantic definitions are entirely similar to those for LTL (see, e.g., [27] ). The key new addition is the semantics of spatial actions; the relation R, (π, γ) |= δ holds if and only if the proof term γ(0) of a current computation is an instance of a spatial action pattern δ.
The path satisfaction relation is defined inductively as follows:
At the syntactic level, we have seen that LTLR contains LTL. Similar containments exist for pure action logics [31] . This generality has a counterpart at the semantic level: both Kripke structures and labeled transition systems can be seen as very simple special cases of rewrite theories [31] .
Reflective Reduction to State-Based Temporal Logics
To make possible the use of standard CTL * (or LTL) model checkers to verify TLR * (or LTLR) properties of finite-state systems specified by rewrite theories, we need to show that there is a pair of model and formula transformations faithfully mapping the tandem RewritingLogic/TLR * to the tandem Kripke/CTL * . After briefly describing how such a mapping is mathematically defined in terms of Kripke structures in Section 3.1 (summarizing results in [31, 32] ), we give in Section 3.2 a new construction of the same mapping at the level of rewrite theories, as a reflective rewrite theory transformation and prove the correctness of this new construction. Section 3.2 provides the theoretical foundations for the reflective design and implementation of the Maude LTLR model checker described in Section 4.
Reduction to State-Based Temporal Logics
The faithful mapping of tandems we seek is a mapping parametric in W
with W a finite set of spatial actions 13 in the given rewrite theory R, and Π the subsignature of state predicates in R.
Definition 3.1 Given R ∈ RWTh 0 and a finite set W ⊆ SP (Ω, L), the construction K W maps the rewrite theory R to the following Kripke structure 14 K W (R):
(i) Its set of states is (Can Σ/E,A ) State × P(W )
(ii) Its transition relation is defined by the equivalence:
in R, and V is the set act W (γ) = {δ ∈ W | γ A δ}. 13 Since any TLR * formula ξ only involves a finite set sp(ξ) of spatial actions as subformulas, it is always sufficient to consider formulas in TLR * (W, Π) with W finite. 14 Recall that a Kripke structure on a set AP of atomic propositions is a triple K = (A, R, L), with A a set of states, R ⊆ A × A a total transition relation, and L : A −→ P(AP ) a labeling function assigning to each state a ∈ A the set L(a) ⊆ AP of the atomic propositions that hold in a.
(iii) Its set of atomic propositions is the set Prop(Π) ∪ W , and the labeling function maps a state ([t], U ) to the set of atomic propositions
By the above definition, ([t], U ) |= δ if and only if a spatial action pattern δ ∈ U , where [t] is a state of R and U ⊆ W . Since the condition (ii) asserts that U is the set of all spatial action patterns of which the one-step proof term of a current computation is an instance, this coincides with the semantics of R, (π, γ) |= δ defined in Section 2.2. Definition 3.2 Given a formula ϕ ∈ TLR * (W, Π) we can map it to the formula ϕ ∈ CTL * (W ∪ Π) by systematically replacing each occurrence of a spatial action δ ∈ W in ϕ by the formula Xδ.
The construction K W (R), with the above formula translation ( ), defines a mapping of tandems (K W , ( )) : RewritingLogic/TLR * (W, Π) −→ Kripke/CTL * (Π∪W ). This mapping is a faithful mapping of tandems preserving the satisfaction relations |= in TLR * (W, Π) and |= CTL * in CTL * (Π ∪ W ). This is shown by the following theorem proved in detail in [31] , where a complexity-theoretic analysis of the reduction is also given. Theorem 3.3 Given a rewrite theory R ∈ RWTh 0 and a finite W ⊆ SP (Ω, L), for each state [t] in R, U ⊆ W , and ϕ ∈ TLR * (W, Π), the following equivalence holds:
The K W Construction as a Reflective Theory Transformation
The K W (R) construction maps each rewrite theory in RWTh 0 to a Kripke structure. However, as pointed out in [31] , it is very useful to decompose the mapping R → K W (R) into a rewrite theory transformation R → R W followed by the general construction R → K(R), spelled out in detail in [15, 18] , which maps each RWTh 0 to its underlying Kripke structure. That is, we can decompose the K W (R) construction as K W (R) = K(R W ). This is particularly useful for tool building purposes, since the construction R → K(R) is already automated in Maude's LTL model checker [15] . So, "essentially" all we need to do is to automate the theory transformation R → R W . Here is where the reflective properties of rewriting logic summarized in Section 2.1 and efficiently supported in Maude by the META-LEVEL module become extremely useful. In what follows we describe in detail and prove correct a reflective, parametric construction for the R → R W transformation in which the parameter R is metarepresented as a term R in the universal rewrite theory U. We can then obtain the R → R W construction as a reflective parametric rewrite theory U ( ) which, when instantiated with parameters W and R, yields a theory U W (R) that extends U and provides a correct realization of the theory R W . We explain in detail the parametric U W (R) construction in what follows. Note that, in particular, the U W (R) construction has to metarepresent the instance-of relation A , between a one-step proof term and a spatial action pattern. In the META-LEVEL built-in implementation of U's sorts and descent functions, this can be achieved using the metaMatch descent function, which meta-represents the instance-of relation between terms. Since metaMatch is parametric on each rewrite theory, its metarepresentation is also parametric on the given rewrite theory. Let R denote the metarepresentation of the instance-of relation between the meta representations of a one-step proof term and a spatial action pattern in the equational theory (Ω(L), A) associated with the rewrite theory R = (Σ, E ∪ A, R) in Section 2.1. Then, for a one-step proof term γ and a spatial action pattern δ, we have γ A δ iff γ (Ω(L),A) δ. The U W (R) construction contains the universal theory U and can then be defined as follows.
Definition 3.4
The rewrite theory U W (R) is the following parametric extension of the universal theory U, in which R = (Σ, E ∪ A, R) and W ⊂ SP (Ω, L) are metarepresented as data parameters R and W :
• U ⊂ U W (R), where U W (R) includes all the descent functions in the META-LEVEL module as well as a descent function for the instance-of relation γ (Ω(L),A) δ.
• U W (R) has sorts State, P rop, and Bool with constants true and f alse, where the ground terms of sort State are pairs (t, U ), with t a term of sort State in R, and U ⊆ W (that is, U is a meta-term that uses a set union associative and commutative operator to represent a finite set of action patterns contained in W ).
• U W (R) has also an act operator with act(W , γ) = {δ ∈ W | γ R δ}.
• There is a single conditional rewrite rule tr in U W (R) such that tr : (t, U ) −→ (metaReduce(R, t ), V ) iff there exists a rule label l in R and a natural number m such that metaXapply(R, t, l, m)
. The rule's condition can be equationally expressed using "matching conditions" with extra variables (see [15] ). Note that in particular this means that we have a one-step rewrite proof term R v[l(φ)] p : t −→ t .
• The ground terms of sort P rop are precisely the metarepresentations of: (i) either the atomic propositions of R, or (ii) the elements of W .
• There is a labeling operator |= : State × P rop → Bool with conditional equations such that:
The theory U W (R) defined above is meta-level description for K W (R), and so the definition is closely related to Definition 3.1. The correctness of the U W (R) construction is expressed by the following proposition. Proposition 3.5 Given a rewrite theory R ∈ RWTh 0 and a finite set W ⊆ SP (Ω, L), for each state [t] in R and U ⊆ W , the following conditions hold:
are in one-to-one correspondence with ground terms of sort State of the form (can E/A (t), U ) in U W (R).
(ii) For each atomic proposition α of
Proof (Sketch)
(i) By construction, the terms of sort State in the reflective theory
This metarepresentation is one-to-one because of the computability assumptions about R (which include confluence and termination of E modulo A).
(ii) There are two cases when
Since α ∈ U iff α ∈ U and can E/A ([t] |= α) = true iff metaReduce(R, can E/A (t) |= α) = true, in both cases, by the above definition,
But, by the definition of U W (R), this is equivalent to the existence of a one-step rewrite tr : (t, U ) −→ (metaReduce(R, t ), V ) which can happen if and only if there exists a rule label l in R and a natural number m such that metaXapply(R, t, l, m)
In addition to the U W (R) construction, we need to deal with the metarepresentation of the LTL formulas ϕ associated to LTLR formulas. Definition 3.6 Given a formula ϕ, ϕ is the same as ϕ, except that each atomic proposition (resp. a spatial action pattern) is replaced by its meta-representation.
Reflective Design of an LTLR Model Checker
Maude supports rewriting based LTL model checking for any computable rewrite theory R [15, 18] , that is, Maude automates the R → K(R) construction and provides an LTL model checker for the underlying Kripke structure K(R). Therefore, the reduction method described in Section 3.1 to reduce model checking of LTLR formulas to that of LTL formulas can be used, thanks to the reflective U W (R) construction described in Section 3.2, to reduce the model checking of R with respect to a formula ϕ ∈ LTLR(W, Π) to performing LTL model checking on the rewrite theory U W (R) with respect to the formula ϕ.
In a practical model checking system implementation, however, we want to hide all metalevel representations from the user; therefore the reflective U W (R), while being the core of the model checker, is not what the user directly interacts with. In particular, we should support model checking commands in which the LTLR formula and the initial state are specified at the object level. This requires the design of a suitable user interface in addition to the internal reflective commands that perform the actual model checking. All this can be achieved, as we explain in this section, by extending the Full Maude language [17] using reflective methods.
Constructing the LTLR Syntax with Spatial Action Patterns
In the LTLR syntax, the atomic propositions and the spatial action patterns in formulas are not fixed: they depend parametrically on the given computable rewrite theory R. In particular, spatial action patterns can be uniquely characterized as soon as R is specified. The idea is that given R = (Σ, E, R) with a subsignature of constructor Ω and rule labels L, we can define a map
and this map can be metarepresented as an equationally defined function
in an extension of the META-LEVEL module. The function TLR can be integrated into Full Maude [17] , and by extending Full Maude's parser the user can then specify at the object level LTLR properties using the parametric LTLR syntax in TLR(R). The remaining thing we need to do is to define SP (Ω, L) as a rewrite theory. It is not hard, since we can just use the definition of Ω(L) and Definition 2.4. The slightly tricky part is to make actions v[l(φ)] p include only one basic action term l(φ). It is archived by adding the operators
∈ Ω with n ≥ 1, where Action-A i is a related action sort for each sort A i . Since to yield a spatial action pattern, operators in Ω can have only one action sub-pattern, the uniqueness of a basic action term l(φ) as a sub-term is automatically guaranteed.
Reflective LTLR Model Checker Design
Given a computable rewrite theory R ∈ RWTh 0 , we are now able to define LTLR properties using TLR(R)∪Π, where Π is the set of atomic propositions in R. The next step is to transform the LTLR properties into LTL properties. This is accomplished by the map ϕ → ϕ associated to Definition 3.6, which can be constructed by reflection using the metarepresented theory TLR(R) ∪ Π. Then, when a user gives to the LTLR Model Checker system extending Full Maude the command (tlr check(t, ϕ) .) the system performs the followings tasks: (i) t and ϕ are parsed and metarepresented as t and ϕ; (ii) the set W = sp(ϕ) is computed, and the translation ϕ → ϕ is performed; (iii) the Maude LTL model checker is invoked at the metalevel on the theory U W (R) with initial state (t, ∅) and LTL formula ϕ; and (iv) the output of the model checking results (either true or a counterexample) are provided to the user at the object level using Full Maude's meta-pretty printing features. By the results in Section 3, we are then guaranteed (assuming correctness of the Maude and Full Maude implementations and of the reflective model checker implementation) that the model checker system will answer true to a model checking command (tlr check(t, ϕ) .) if and only if R, t |= ϕ.
The Example Revisited
This section illustrates the use of the above LTLR model checker with Dekker's algorithm example explained in Section 1.1 15 . A similar definition of this parallel language and the algorithm appeared in [15, 18] , but since only LTL model checking was available in [15, 18] , there this required manual "cooking" both the rewrite theory and the formulas, as explained in Subsection 1.1. Instead, here everything can be specified and model checked in the most natural way. The code of algorithm and the system description are the same as before. The global states are of the form {[I, R] | S, M}, with [I,R] a process with id I and code R, S the set of remaining processes, and M the memory. The rewrite rules defining the language's operational semantics are all labeled with the same label stmt. Hence, the spatial action pattern stmt(I\ p1) asserts the execution of process p1. The predicates in-crit and in-rem, discussed in Section 1.1, are equationally defined as follows. We can then check that the strong fairness property fails, and the model checker returns a counterexample. The result is translated to the same format as that of the LTL model checker. 
Related Work and Conclusions
There is much related work on both state-based and action-based logics (see [31] for a more thorough discussion). Related temporal logics include: (i) state-based logics; (ii) action-based logics; and (iii) mixed logics supporting both actions and state predicates. Well-known state-based logics such as LTL, CTL, and CTL * (see, e.g., [27] , [11] ), are all special cases of TLR * . Faithful translations to TLR * from well-known action-based logics such as Hennessy-Milner logic [22] and A-CTL * [35] are defined in detail in [31] . The mixed action-state logic SE -LTL in [8, 9] can also be viewed as special case of the TLR * . The Spatial Logic for Concurrency of Caires and Cardelli [5, 6 ] is a state-based spatial modal logic for process calculi in the π-calculus spirit with spatial features used only for state predicates (but see the logic in [4] , which has an action-labeled diamond). Other action-based temporal and modal logics are discussed in the survey paper [29] , including the modal µ-calculus [25] (µL), which is in some ways more powerful than TLR * , but lacks spatial action patterns. Among other logics supporting both actions and state predicates we find several extensions of either A-CTL * or A-CTL such as, e.g., [2, 19, 21, 36] . Three other approaches proposing mixed logics with both state-predicates and actions are: (i) the extension of the SE -LTL in [8, 9 ] to a universally path quantified logic involving ω-regular expressions [7] ; (ii) the ESTL logic of events and states for Petri nets of [24] ; and (iii) the Kripke modal transition systems of [23] , and their use in the verification of safety and liveness properties in the context of the modal µ-calculus. The work most closely related to TLR * is that on VLRL [20, 28] . The VLRL solution was less general and did not consider model checking aspects. Two other logics that combine actions and state-based formulas are the UNITY logic of Chandy and Misra [10] , and Misra's logic for Seuss [34] ; however, actions as such do not appear in temporal logic formulas, which remain state-based. Methodologically and technically, Lamport's Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA) [26] and TLR * are very different. In TLA, there is no division of labor between system and property specification logics: TLA plays both roles simultaneously [26] . Also, actions in TLA are interpreted as binary relations between states, so that one cannot distinguish between two actions having the same outcomes from a given state.
In conclusion, after reviewing background on rewriting logic and the temporal logic of rewriting we have presented the formal foundations of the Maude LTLR model checker and explained its reflective implementation as an extension of the Full Maude language. We have also presented an example illustrating the use of the model checker. The LTLR model checker presented here is a useful prototype that can be used for both teaching and research and that, as mentioned, is available at [1] . The theoretical complexity results given in [31] mean that in practice the growth in the number of states is reasonable. Also, thanks to the efficient implementation of reflective features in Maude, our experience with examples suggest that the performance of the LTLR model checker is acceptable, so that it can be used in both teaching and experimental research. In particular, for pure LTL formulas it has essentially the same performance as that of Maude's LTL model checker, which is quite good.
We believe, however, that a greater efficiency, obviating even the need for any growth in the state space of the given rewrite theory R, and avoiding any reflective computations can be achieved by a new, native LTLR model checking algorithm. However, the design of such an algorithm and its implementation in Core Maude are both nontrivial tasks than have to be left for future research.
